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Public Disclosure
This presentation contains forward-looking statements and forward-looking information within the
meaning of applicable securities laws. The use of
any of the words “expect“, “anticipate”, “continue”,
“estimate”, “objective”, “ongoing”, “may”, “will”,
“project”, “should”, “believe”, “plans”, “intends”
and similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking information or statements.
More particularly and without limitation, this presentation contains forward-looking statements and information concerning HealthSpace’s future financial
performance. The forward-looking statements and
information are based on certain key expectations
and assumptions made by HealthSpace, including expectations and assumptions concerning the success
of new product development, HealthSpace’s ability to
integrate acquired businesses and complete strategic
acquisitions of additional business and other factors
that affect demand for HealthSpace’s products.
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Although HealthSpace believes that the expectations and assumptions on which such forward-looking statements and information are based are reasonable, undue reliance should not be placed on the
forward-looking statements and information because
HealthSpace can give no assurance that they will
prove to be correct.
By its nature, such forward-looking information is subject to various risks and uncertainties, which could
cause HealthSpace’s actual results and experience to
differ materially from the anticipated results or expectations expressed.
These risks and uncertainties, include, but are not
limited to expenditures and other factors that affect
demand for HealthSpace’s products, industry competition, the need to effectively integrate acquired businesses, uncertainties as to HealthSpace’s ability to
implement its business strategy effectively in Canada
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and the United States, labor, equipment and material
costs, access to capital markets, interest and currency
exchange rates, technological developments, political
and economic conditions and HealthSpace’s ability to
attract and retain key personnel. Additional information on these and other factors is available in the continuous disclosure materials filed by HealthSpace with
Canadian securities regulators.
Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on
this forward-looking information, which is given as of
the date it is expressed in this presentation or otherwise, and not to use future-oriented information or
financial outlooks for anything other than their intended purpose. HealthSpace undertakes no obligation to
update publicly or revise any forward-looking information, whether as a result of new information, future
events or otherwise, except as required by law.
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HealthSpace Data Systems
What we do
Deliver enterprise cloud-based software
to government organizations, such as
Environmental Health Departments.
Deliver current and historical data-sets
to government and commercial
businesses to protect public health.
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How we generate
revenue

Advantages of
our software

Through Software-as-a-Service (SaaS),
via subscriptions or termed contracts.
Serving over 300+ government agencies,
with contracts averaging 3-5 years.

Unified HSCloud Suite Pro is the
only environmental health tech solution
that can simultaneously service
government and commercial
enterprise out-of-the-box.

Delivering new lines of business to
commercial enterprise verticals such as
food service, hospitality and cannabis.

Government level applications
with modern tech UI/UX is rapidly
accelerating client adoption.
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Innovation

HealthSpace CS Pro
A platform that combines inspections,
reporting, management and data
through our three products.
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HS
touch

HealthSpace Touch

HealthSpace Cloud

HealthSpace Data

Conduct paperless field inspections
from any place, at any time with our
intuitive suite of native apps for
iOS, Android and Windows

A fully-customizable cloud-based
portal for managing applications,
licenses, permits, inspections
and other data.

An environmental health reporting, analytics
and monitoring platform. HealthSpace Data is
a robust platform that turns information
overload into useful, actionable insights.
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Hear from some of our happy customers
We serve 300+ government and public health agencies as well as private
sector companies. Here’s what some of them have to say about us.

Ivana MacMillan

David Bennitz

Val Brown

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION
SYSTEM / HEALTH CANADA

TRAVELLING PUBLIC MANAGER
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH BUREAU

PUBLIC HEALTH PROTECTION CLERK
NORTHEAST HEALTH SERVICES

I wanted to pass on that the EHIS
team has been recognized for their
work on the EHIS by obtaining the
FNIHB ADM Award of Excellence
and Merit. This would not have
been possible without the
dedication of HealthSpace
and it is appreciated.
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I just looked at the report you had
Lorne create for me and I LOVE
IT!!! You have no idea how much
time this is going to save me.
I have decided that you must
be my own PERSONAL SANTA
CLAUS and Lorne is the TOP ELF.
Thank you, thank you.

The Travelling Public Program would like to take
this opportunity to recognize the work performed
by Steve Young on the development of the recent
PHITS module to accommodate aircraft inspections
associated with our Conveyances Risk Assessment
Pilot Project. Steve’s advice, patience and professionalism was, and continues to be, instrumental in the
development of our inspection tools.
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Solutions: Enhanced Public
Sector Engagement
• Gov’t clients served by HEALTHSPACE perform thousands of restaurant inspections per day
• 200,000 food establishments and 14,000 hotels/motels are inspected using HEALTHSPACE systems
• Approximately 15% of these restaurants fail or receive poor results
• Gov’t will work with HS to sell self-inspection systems to the “15%”
• HEALTHSPACE will provide data analytics & other features to sell to private sector
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Solutions: Restaurants & Hospitality
We empower restaurants to take control and protect their brand by utilizing
our platform’s customizability and actionable data insights.
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Proactive

Configurability

Useful Data

We empower our users to act before
their customers complain which helps
them proactively protect their brand.

Our platform can be easily tailored to
fit our users needs without the need for
developers. This means they can create
custom inspections while integrating
their local health agency requirements.

Our users can easily report and
aggregate their data so that they
can gain actionable insights and
understand what to do next.
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Solutions: Cannabis Production
and Distribution
Market research has identified that there are numerous innovation gaps in the cannabis
production and distribution space. HealthSpace has partnered with 1804 Management LLC to further
iterate the HealthSpace CS Pro platform which is currently being used for agribusiness applications
to provide a more fully realized cannabis technology for auditing and operations.
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Extensive agriculture
industry experience

Trusted for government
compliance

The right fit for the
Cannabis industry

Over 20 years of experience with
agencies such as the department
of agriculture.

Our software is used for licence
and business process tracking.

From process, production to
compliance, HEALTHSPACE
CS Pro is a perfect fit.
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Strategic Objective
Blockchain technology coupled with HEALTHSPACE’s
proprietary know-how will advance our core competencies,
achieving significant product differentiation and market growth for:

Government
regulatory
sector.

Quality control
and data analytics
systems for the
commercial food
service and hospitality
industries.

Cannabis
production,
distribution and
regulation.

New verticals
requiring
advanced
auditing and
digital ledger
systems.

HEALTHSPACE is creating a Blockchain Network for decentralizing quality

control and safety audits. This Verification, Inspection and Audit API is a
generational leap forward for inspection and audit data based applications.
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Blockchain Advanced
Technology Solution
• HEALTHSPACE is developing a distributed ledger system that utilizes blockchain technology
for connecting government collected data with private industry audits
• Create an industry-first blockchain ecosystem designed for both food safety audits and cannabis inspections
• Allow internal or external quality assurance and compliance audits to be imprinted directly onto the blockchain
• Existing and potential government clients will access the same system
• HEALTHSPACE will also allow open access to its blockchain ecosystem to other software
providers eliminating competitive barriers and allowing HealthSpace to become the prevailing
leader for safety, traceability and health in both the food and cannabis markets
• This will open the door to HEALTHSPACE for a myriad of opportunities,
including larger software service contracts
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HS DATA COLLECTION
SOLUTIONS

SaaS

HS
touch

3RD PARTY
AUDITORS

GOVERNMENT

INDUSTRY
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VIA
MARKETPLACE

HS

PRIVATE
SOLUTIONS

touch

ECOLAB

*
AUDIT

SDK’S

*Examples of potential partners

API’S

CONSORTIUM

HS HS
cloud
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PROPRIETARY
SOLUTION

Recent Partnerships
SIMBA Chain Inc.

Vanbex Capital

• Blockchain as a Service (BaaS) Company; subsidiary of ITAMCO; formed from a grant
awarded by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) to develop a
secure, unhackable messaging and transaction platform for the U.S. military
• Partners with Center for Research Computing at University of Notre Dame to develop
SIMBA API
• Contract with a Fortune 500 multinational chemical company to integrate its SIMBA API
with the company’s SAP ERP system for the use of Blockchain in tracking and logistics

• An integrated venture studio that invests
in high growth blockchain ventures
• Invested $1mill in HealthSpace
• Extensive track record of incubating
successful blockchain companies
with over 60 blockchain companies
in their portfolio

• SIMBA Chain will use its expertise and experience in blockchain to help develop and
guide the initial prototype development
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Blockchain Milestones
Began relationship with SIMBA Chain Inc.
A blockchain-as-a-service group experienced
with the US Military and Fortune 500 Companies.

HealthSpace intends to release its
whitepaper defining the decentralized network
for verification, inspection and audits.

Industry trials begin on a broad
spectrum with government municipalities
and large scale private businesses.

2017

2018

2018

Q3
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Q4

2017

2018

2018

Vanbex Capital invests $1M into
HealthSpace to further its ability to
develop blockchain technology.

Alpha prototype released for the decentralized
network in concert with testing from industry partners in food service, cannabis and government.

Release BETA version of
JavaScript SDK for development
of community based apps.
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HealthSpace
Components:
• Software

$3 Billion USD
Market Size

Expected
to Triple
Over the
Next 10
Years

• Agriculture

• Quality & Risk Assessment
• Data Analytics

• Hospitality
• Food & Beverage

• Environmental Compliance
• Auditing

• Government & Public Sector
• Health Care

• Certification

• Cannabis
• Retail
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Financials and Capital Structure
Revenue Fiscal 2017 (July 31):

US$1.91 million

Basic Shares Out

134,087,988

Current Annual Reoccurring Revenue:

US$1.95 million

Warrants

17,469,000

Total Revenue Under Contract:

US$10.1 Million

Options & RSU’s

9,172,500

Convertible Debenture
$545,000 @$0.10

5,450,000

Fully Diluted Shares Out

166,179,488
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Management Team
Joseph Willmott

Maureen Garrison

Zula Kropivnitski

Silas Garrison

PRESIDENT & DIRECTOR

COO

CFO

CTO AND DIRECTOR

Mr. Willmott has served as
President of HealthSpace
since 2007. He has 35 years
of business experience that
included, serving as president of Uniserve Communications Corp, a publically
traded telecom company,
and partner in a business
consulting firm for 15 years.
Prior to that, he managed a
technology transfer program for the manufacturing
sector funded by the
Canadian Government.

As Chief Operating Officer,
Maureen Garrison brings
more than a decade of
experience implementing Software-as-a-Service
solutions for environmental
and public health departments. Before joining the
HealthSpace team in 2015,
Ms. Garrison served as the
Director of Operations for
a leading environmental
health software company in
the US. She attended the
University of North Carolina
at Charlotte.
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Silas Garrison leads the design and
development of HealthSpace’s suite of
software technologies. Prior to joining
HealthSpace in a full-time capacity, Mr.
Garrison designed and built the company’s industry-first iPad and Android
environmental health inspection apps.
An entrepreneur by nature, Mr. Garrison has consulted and worked with a
variety of enterprise organizations. He
is a development expert in a number
of programming languages and techniques. Mr. Garrison attended the University of North Carolina at Charlotte.
He designed and built the company’s
industry-first iPad and Android environmental health inspection apps.

Ms. Kropivnitski has over ten years of
international experience in the resource
sector, having served as Chief Financial
Officer and director of several public
companies. She has been involved in all
areas of financial reporting, corporate
finance, and related aspects of regulatory compliance. Ms. Kropivnitski received
her Certified General Accountant professional accounting designation from
the Certified General Accountants
Association of British Columbia and
later obtained her ACCA designation
from the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants. She has a Master of
Mathematics and Master of Economics
degrees in Russia.
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Directors
Ali Hakimzadeh

Joseph Willmott

Silas Garrison

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

PRESIDENT & DIRECTOR

CTO AND DIRECTOR

Mr. Willmott has served as President of HealthSpace
since 2007. He has 35 years of business experience that
included, serving as president of Uniserve Communications Corp, a publically traded telecom company, and
partner in a business consulting firm for 15 years. Prior
to that, he managed a technology transfer program
for the manufacturing sector funded by the Canadian
Government. He also served as chair of the organizing
committee for the International Centre for Agricultural Science and Technology and Chair of the Canadian
Veterinary Medical Association’s animal health research
fund. During Mr. Willmott’s business career he has
managed North American manufacturing and wholesale distribution firms. He has also acted as a high level
policy advisor to elected government representatives as
well as managing a large farm commodity group.

Silas Garrison leads the design and development of HealthSpace’s suite of software
technologies. Prior to joining HealthSpace
in a full-time capacity, Mr. Garrison
designed and built the company’s industry-first iPad and Android environmental
health inspection apps. An entrepreneur
by nature, Mr. Garrison has consulted and
worked with a variety of enterprise organizations. He is a development expert in a
number of programming languages and
techniques. Mr. Garrison attended the
University of North Carolina at Charlotte.
He designed and built the company’s
industry-first iPad and Android
environmental health inspection apps.

Over With more than 20 years’ experience in the financial services industry, Ali Hakimzadeh brings a wealth of
financial and business knowledge to
his role as Chairman. Throughout his
career Ali has overseen or partaken
in more than $1 billion in financing,
merger and acquisition activities.
Prior to his work with HealthSpace,
Ali served as a Director of Investment
Banking at Canaccord Financial
Corporation. He has a MBA and
MA from Simon Fraser University
and a B.Sc. from the University of
British Columbia.
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Directors
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David Eaton

Alnesh Mohan

INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR

INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR

Mr. Eaton has over 25 years experience in public markets with exposure to all aspects of the business
as a trader, financier and market
maker. Over his career, Mr. Eaton
has started many public companies, managing the process from
creating the structure, organizing
the initial public offering and post
listing administration.

Mr. Mohan has been a partner at
Quantum Advisory Partners LLP, a
professional services firm focused
on providing chief financial officer
and full-cycle accounting services
to private and public companies,
since 2005. Mr. Mohan has over 20
years of accounting, auditing and
tax experience providing advisory
services to a wide array of clients.
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Advisory Board
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George Moen

Steven Lee

ADVISORY BOARD CHAIRMAN

ADVISORY BOARD

Mr. Moen is a serial entrepreneur and
business leader who specializes in topline growth across a variety of industries,
including extensive experience in the
food and beverage industry. He founded
his first business, Sandwich Tree, while in
university, and grew the restaurant chain
to over a hundred stores across Canada.
He subsequently founded and exited
a number of successful businesses in
technology, media and hospitality.

Mr. Lee is a dynamic leader and experienced financial executive with a career focused on hypergrowth companies.
As an early employee of Mobify, a privately owned SaaS
(software as a service) company with a staff size of 160,
Mr. Lee successfully secured the company’s first financing
(plus $10-million), led the M&A (mergers and acquisitions) process of multiple U.S.-based companies, oversaw
a 300-per-cent growth in revenue and a 400-per-cent
increase in staff with expansion into the United Kingdom
and United States, while providing strategic advice to the
chief executive officer and board of advisers.
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Advisory Board
Peter Smyrniotis

Atul Jain

Warwick Smith

ADVISORY BOARD

ADVISORY BOARD

ADVISORY BOARD

Commercialization professional,
technology advisor & entrepreneur-in-residence with Victory
Square Labs and the Hillcore
Group. Mr. Smyrniotis has worked
with both private and public companies providing business development, strategic sales, channel &
partnership and cloud brokerage
strategic planning and execution.

Mr. Jain is a leader in the
environmental health profession.
He is the past president of the
Association of Supervisors of
Public Health Inspectors of
Ontario. Atul has spent over
15 years as a health protection
professional and is currently
Manager of Environmental Health
at Peterborough Public Health.

Mr. Smith is a venture capitalist
specializing in corporate finance
and development for publicly
traded companies. Mr. Smith has
a background in capital marketing and finance, and he formerly
served as the Chief Executive
Officer of Health Space DataSystems. Previously Mr. Smith was
Chief Executive Officer of Western
Pacific Resources Corp.
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Case Study: Chipotle
National & Local health departments did investigations and were able to pinpoint the chains
with the issue, the food being served, where it came from and ultimately the illness.
A class action lawsuit was brought against Chipotle resulting in a sales drop of 30%, which lost
the company USD$6 billion in market capitalization.

Outbreaks & Health Department Response
• Food borne illness outbreaks are frequent
• Health departments investigate and determine the source of the outbreak and the illness
• Advanced blockchain technology provides faster investigation results and response to outbreaks
• More outbreaks occur and are nationally distributed throughout the media
• Health departments are interested in having proper technology and software to track the data
• More chains and companies would like to monitor their inspection data from these health departments
• HEALTHSPACE advanced technology provides both analysis and quick
response time to both regulators and industry
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Case Study:
Mar-a-Lago Hotel
•T
 he Mar-a-Lago resort and hotel was cited with 15 health violations that included meat
and seafood stored at improper temperatures and other health issues by Florida health
• Mar-a-Lago resort and hotel has received 78 violations over the past 3 years
• The HEALTHSPACE technology enables hotels to proactively take action by integrating
local public inspection requirements into the hotel’s custom inspection process
• System configurability enables integration of data such as refrigeration temperatures
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Case Study:
OrganiGram Type II recall
•H
 ealth Canada has released their first public recall of a cannabis
product since March 2015
• Five product lots in December tested positive for myclobutanil “and/or” bifenazate, unapproved pesticides under
Health Canada’s ACMPR
•O
 rganiGram initiated a second voluntary recall, a Type II recall based on trace amounts of the same pesticides found
• HEALTHSPACE blockchain technology enables cannabis producers to track their production from seed to
consumer as well as maintain safety and compliance with local public health regulations
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